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Abstract

We investigate many combinations of multi-
ple pivots of four phrase tables on a low re-
source language pair, i.e., Japanese to Indone-
sia, in phrase-based Statistical Machine Trans-
lation. English, Myanmar, Malay, and Fil-
ipino from Asian Language Treebank (ALT)
were used as pivot languages. A combina-
tion of four phrase tables was examined with
and without a source to target phrase table.
Linear and Fillup Interpolation approaches
were employed with two measurement param-
eters, namely, data types and phrase table or-
ders. The dataset was divided into two data
types, i.e., sequential and random. Further-
more, phrase table orders comprise of two,
viz., descending and ascending. Experimen-
tal results show that the combination of mul-
tiple pivots outperformed the baseline. More-
over, the random type significantly improved
BLEU scores, with the highest improvement
by +0.23 and +1.02 for Japanese to Indone-
sia (Ja-Id) and Indonesia to Japanese (Id-Ja),
respectively. Phrase tables order experiments
show a different result for Ja-Id and Id-Ja. The
descending order has a higher percentage as
much as 87.5% compared to the ascending or-
der in Ja-Id. Meanwhile, the ascending order
obtained more than 90% in Id-Ja. Finally, the
combination of multiple pivots attempt shows
a significant effect to reduce perplexity score
in Ja-Id and Id-Ja.

1 Introduction

Statistical Machine Translation (SMT) needs paral-
lel corpora in order to learn translation rules. Paral-

lel corpora are bilingual texts where one of the cor-
pora is an exact translation of the other. Some Euro-
pean languages achieve high-quality translation re-
sults with BLEU score more than 40 (Koehn, 2005;
Ziemski et al., 2016) by using millions of line par-
allel corpora and the availability of linguistic tools,
e.g., morphological analyzer, POS (part of speech)
taggers, and stemmer. Unfortunately, except for
Chinese and Japanese, Asian languages have lim-
ited parallel corpora with few thousands of line sen-
tences (Riza et al., 2016; Nomoto et al., 2018; Tiede-
mann, 2012). Moreover, most of the Asian lan-
guages still lack linguistic tools and it is thus dif-
ficult to achieve the same translation results as Eu-
ropean.

With the limited parallel corpora, there are
two strategies to achieve high-quality translations,
namely building parallel corpora and utilizing ex-
isting corpora (Trieu, 2017). Building parallel cor-
pora is difficult since it can be time-consuming and
expensive, and needs experts. Therefore, many re-
searchers have focused on utilizing existing corpora,
i.e., using pivot approaches (Utiyama and Isahara,
2007; Paul et al., 2009; Habash and Hu, 2009;
El Kholy et al., 2013; Dabre et al., 2015; Trieu and
Nguyen, 2017; Ahmadnia et al., 2017; Budiwati et
al., 2019). Instead of direct translation between a
language pair, pivot approaches use the third lan-
guage as a bridge to overcome the parallel corpora
limitation. Pivot approaches arise as preliminary as-
sumption that there are enough parallel corpora be-
tween source-pivot and pivot-target languages.

In previous research, English has been the main
choice of pivot languages. However Wu and Wang
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(2007) and Paul et al., (2013) showed that non-
English as a pivot language can improve transla-
tion quality for certain language pairs. Wu and
Wang (2007) showed that using Greek as a pivot
language has improved the translation quality com-
pared to English in French to Spanish language
pair. Greek as pivot language obtained +5.00 points,
meanwhile English obtained +2.00 points. Paul et
al., (2013) showed that from 420 experiments lan-
guage pair in Indo-European and Asian languages,
54.8% is preferable using non-English as the pivot
language. Moreover, Wu and Wang (2007) and
Dabre et al., (2015) showed promising results by
using more than one non-English language. Wu
and Wang (2007) showed that using 4 languages,
namely Greek, Portuguese, English, and Finnish
outperformed the baseline BLEU score with more
than +5.00 points. Dabre et al., (2015) also showed
that using 7 non-English, namely Chinese, Korean,
Marathi, Kannada, Telugu, Paite and Esperanto
pivot languages outperformed the baseline BLEU
score with more than 3.00 points in Japanese to
Hindi language pair.

In this paper, we investigate many combinations
of multiple pivots of four phrase tables on low re-
source language pairs. To make the discussion of
this paper concrete, we use Japanese to Indonesia
(Ja-Id) and Indonesia to Japanese (Id-Ja) language
pairs as an example of them. First, we generate sin-
gle pivot phrase table by each pivot language, i.e.,
English, Myanmar, Malay, and Filipino from Asian
Language Treebank (ALT). We generate phrase ta-
bles by using different approaches, namely Cascade,
Triangulation, Linear Interpolation (LI), and Fillup
Interpolation (FI). Second, we chose which single
pivot approaches have the best result. Last, the com-
binations of multiple pivots phrase tables were ex-
amined with and without a source to target (src-trg)
phrase table.

We measured the effect of many combinations
of multiple pivots by two parameters, namely data
types and phrase table orders. The dataset was di-
vided into two data types, i.e., sequential and ran-
dom. Sequential type means that the dataset re-
mains unchanged. Meanwhile, random type means
the dataset was shuffled before being processed into
SMT framework. Furthermore, phrase tables or-
der comprises of two, viz., descending and ascend-

ing. Descending order arranges the four phrase ta-
bles from highest to lowest according to their BLEU
scores. Ascending order is the opposite.

Our contributions are as follows:

• The use of with and without src-trg phrase table
initiated by the fact that some language pairs
have a small parallel corpus, while the others
have none. We showed that for the language
pair which does not have an src-trg parallel cor-
pus, the translation could be accomplished with
multiple pivots and produce high BLEU scores.
Furthermore, employing the small src-trg par-
allel corpus could improve BLEU score more.

• The use of random data type became factors to
make better translation results. We showed that
the random data type has a significant improve-
ment in translation results. The random data
type could be applied in another language pair
which has the same characteristics dataset as
ALT, i.e., texts originating in English and trans-
lated into other languages.

• Phrase table orders can have some effect on
perplexity scores. We showed that different
phrase tables orders produced different per-
plexity scores in the experiments of this paper.
We thus can say that the phrase tables order
should be considered in the multiple pivots.

This paper is organized as follows. Section 2 dis-
cusses the availability of parallel corpora and efforts
to improve the translation result in Ja-Id language
pair. Sections 3 and 4 explain the SMT methodol-
ogy and pivot approaches. Section 5 describes the
experimental setup of many combinations of multi-
ple pivots phrase tables. Section 6 discusses results.
Section 7 concludes the paper.

2 Related Work

Current freely available Ja-Id parallel corpora are
Asian Language Treebank (ALT) (Riza et al., 2016),
TUFS Asian Language Parallel Corpus (TALPCo)
(Nomoto et al., 2018), and OPUS (Tiedemann,
2012). ALT is a parallel treebank from English
Wikinews to ten languages, i.e., English, Japanese,
Indonesia, Khmer, Malay, Myanmar (Burmese), Fil-
ipino, Laotian, Thai and Vietnamese. ALT com-
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prises of 20,106 sentences annotated with word seg-
mentation, POS tags, and syntax information. The
annotation information is limited to Japanese, En-
glish, Myanmar and Khmer languages. TALPCo is a
parallel corpus of basic vocabulary words and exam-
ple sentences in five languages, i.e., Japanese, En-
glish, Burmese (Myanmar), Indonesian and Malay.
TALPCo comprises of 1,372 sentences and only the
Burmese (Myanmar) data have been annotated for
tokens and parts of speech (POS). OPUS is a col-
lection of translated texts from movies subtitles, lo-
calization files (GNOME, Ubuntu, KDE4), Quran
translations and a collection of translated sentences
from Tatoeba. The parallel corpora of OPUS Ja-Id
comprises of 2.9 M sentences from a different do-
main.

Several approaches have been done in Ja-Id ma-
chine translation as shown in Table 2, i.e., pivot lan-
guages (Paul et al., 2009), stemmer and removing
particles (Simon and Purwarianti, 2013), lemmatiza-
tion and reordering model (Sulaeman and Purwari-
anti, 2015), and neural machine translation (Adipu-
tra and Arase, 2017). If we compare these ap-
proaches with their BLEU scores in Table 1, Paul
et al., (2009) obtained the highest BLEU scores,
i.e., 53.13 for Ja-Id and 55.52 for Id-Ja. This re-
sult denotes that high-quality translation results can
be achieved with enough parallel corpora and certain
strategy, e.g., pivot languages.

3 Statistical Machine Translation

Statistical Machine Translation (SMT) is based on
a log-linear formulation (Och and Ney, 2002). Let s
be a source sentence (e.g., Japanese) and t be a target
sentence (e.g., Indonesia), SMT system outputs the
best target translation tbest as follows

tbest = argmax
t
p(t|s)

= argmax
t

M∑
m=1

λmhm(t|s)
(1)

where hm(t|s) represents feature function, and λm
is the weight assigned to the corresponding feature
function (Wu and Wang, 2007). The feature func-
tion hm(t|s) is a language model probability of tar-
get language, phrase translation probabilities (both
directions), lexical translation probabilities (both di-

rections), a word penalty, a phrase penalty, and a lin-
ear reordering penalty. The weight (λm) can be set
by minimum error rate training (Och, 2003).

4 Pivot Methods

Pivot translation is a translation from a source lan-
guage (SRC) to a target language (TRG) through
an intermediate pivot (or bridging) language (PVT)
(Paul et al., 2009). Several pivot approaches are sen-
tence translation, triangulation and synthetic corpus.

4.1 Sentence translation
The sentence translation strategy or cascade uses
two independently trained SMT systems (Utiyama
and Isahara, 2007). These two independently sys-
tems are SRC-PVT and PVT-TRG systems. First,
given a source sentence s, then translate it into
n pivot sentences p1, p2, ..., pn using an SRC-
PVT system. Each pi has eight scores namely lan-
guage model probability of the target language, two
phrase translation probabilities, two lexical transla-
tion probabilities, a word penalty, a phrase penalty,
and a linear reordering penalty. The scores are de-
noted as he

i1, he
i2, ..., he

i8. Second, each pi is trans-
lated into n target sentences ti1, ti2, ..., tin using a
PVT-TRG system. Each tij (j= 1, ..., n) also has the
eight scores, which are denoted as ht

ij1, ht
ij2, ..., ht

ij8.
The situation is as follows:

SRC-PV T = pi(he
i1, he

i2, ..., he
i8)

PV T -TRG = tij(ht
ij1, ht

ij2, ..., ht
ij8).

(2)

We define the score of tij, S(tij), as

S(tij) =
8∑

m=1

(λe
mh

e
im + λt

mh
t
ijm) (3)

where λe
m and λt

m are weights set by performing
minimum error rate training (Och, 2003). Finally,
tbest will be

tbest = argmax
tij

S(tij). (4)

4.2 Triangulation
Triangulation, or known as phrase table translation
is an approach for constructing an SRC-TRG trans-
lation model from SRC-PVT and PVT-TRG trans-
lation models (Hoang and Bojar, 2016). First, we
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Experiments
Paul et al., (2009) Simon et al., (2013) Sulaeman et al., (2015) Adiputra et al., (2017)
Ja-Id Id-Ja Ja-Id Id-Ja Ja-Id Id-Ja Ja-Id

Baseline 52.90 55.52 0.06364 0.10424 0.0065 0.1369 9.34
Proposed 53.13 54.12 0.08806 0.08342 0.172 0.1652 6.45

Table 1: BLEU score comparison of related work.

Experiments Paul et al., (2009) Simon et al., (2013) Sulaeman et al., (2015) Adiputra et al., (2017)
Baseline SMT SMT SMT SMT
Proposed approaches SMT with single pivot Cascade SMT with stemmer SMT with reordering model NMT with biRNN
Dataset 160K of BTEC 500 1,132 of JLPT 725,495 of OPUS and ALT

Table 2: Proposed approaches and dataset of the related works.

train two translation models for SRC-PVT and PVT-
TRG, respectively. Second, we build an SRC-TRG
translation model with p as a pivot language.

Given a sentence p in the pivot language, the pivot
translation model can be formulated as follows (Wu
and Wang, 2007):

p(s|t) =
∑

p

(p(s|t,p))p(p|t)

≈
∑

p

(p(s|p))p(p|t)
(5)

where s and t are source and target translation
model, respectively.

The triangulation translation model is often com-
bined with SRC-TRG translation model, called
phrase table combination. There are 3 ways to com-
bine triangulation with SRC-TRG translation model,
namely Linear Interpolation (LI), Fillup Interpola-
tion (FI), and Multiple Decoding Paths (MDP). Lin-
ear Interpolation is performed by merging the tables
and computing a weighted sum of phrase pair prob-
abilities from each phrase table giving a final single
table. Fillup Interpolation does not modify phrase
probabilities but selects phrase pair entries from the
next table if they are not present in the current table.
Multiple Decoding Paths (MDP) method of Moses
which uses all the tables simultaneously while de-
coding ensures that each pivot table is kept separate
and translation options are collected from all the ta-
bles (Dabre et al., 2015).

More than one pivot language can be used to im-
prove the quality of the translation performance, this
is called multiple pivots. If we use n pivot languages
and combine with SRC-TRG translation model, then
the estimation of phrase translation probability and
the lexical weight are as follows (Ahmadnia et al.,

2017):

P (s|t) =
n∑

i=1

αiP i(s|t) (6)

P (s|t, α) =
n∑

i=1

βiP i(s|t, α) (7)

where P (s|t) and P (s|t, α) are the phrase trans-
lation probability and the lexical weight trained
with SRC-TRG corpus estimated by using pivot lan-
guage, while αi and βi are interpolation coefficients.
Last,

∑n
i=1 αi = 1, and

∑n
i=1 βi = 1.

5 Description of Languages, Dataset
Scenarios and Experiments

In this section, we first describe the characteristics
of pivot languages. Further, we explain how dataset
is divided and used.

5.1 Languages involved
We use six datasets from ALT, i.e., Japanese, In-
donesia, English, Myanmar, Malay and Filipino.
Japanese and Indonesia datasets were used to build
the direct translation as Baseline model. The
Japanese language is an SOV language, while In-
donesia is SVO language. Therefore, we chose pivot
languages based on the similarity of a word order
with Japanese or Indonesia. English and Malay
have the same word order as Indonesia. Meanwhile,
Myanmar has the same word order as Japanese. Fil-
ipino was chosen to evaluate the effect of VOS lan-
guage. The word order and languages family can be
seen in Table 3.

5.2 Dataset scenario
We divide the dataset into two data types, namely
sequential (seq) and random (rnd). Sequential type
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Languages Word of order Language Family
Japanese SOV Japonic
Indonesia SVO Austronesian
English SVO Indo-European
Myanmar SOV Sino-Tibetan
Malay SVO Austronesian
Filipino VOS Austronesian

Table 3: Language characteristics.

means that the dataset remains unchanged. Mean-
while, random type means the dataset was shuf-
fled before used in SMT framework. We used
random.shuffle() method from python li-
brary.

We divide datasets into 8.5K for training (train),
2K for tuning (dev) and 1K for the evaluation (eval).
Overall, we conduct 132 experiments, i.e., 4 Base-
lines, 32 SRC-PVT and PVT-TRG, 64 single pivots,
and 32 multiple pivots.

5.3 Experimental setup

We used Moses decoder (Koehn et al., 2007) and
Giza++ for word alignment process, phrase table
extraction and decoding. We used 3-gram KenLM
(Heafield, 2011) for language model, MERT (Och,
2003) for tuning and BLEU (Papineni et al., 2002)
for evaluation from Moses package.

5.3.1 Single pivot

In the single pivot, we implement four ap-
proaches, i.e., Cascade, Triangulation, Linear In-
terpolation (LI) and Fillup Interpolation (FI). In
the Cascade approach, we construct SRC-PVT and
PVT-TRG systems, where the first system translates
the source language input into the pivot language
and the second system takes the translation result as
input and translates into the target language. As a
result, we construct 16 SRC-PVT and 16 PVT-TRG
systems.

In the Triangulation approach, we construct
phrase tables as follows:

• Pruning the SRC-PVT and PVT-TRG phrase
table from the Cascade experiments using
filter-pt (Johnson et al., 2007). The pruning ac-
tivity intended to minimize the noise of SRC-
PVT and PVT-TRG phrase table.

• Merging two pruning phrase tables using Tm-
Triangulate (Hoang and Bojar, 2015). The re-
sult is denoted as TmTriangulate phrase ta-
ble.

In the Linear Interpolation approach, we com-
bine TmTriangulate and SRC-TRG phrase ta-
ble with dev phrase table as a reference. The re-
sult is called TmCombine phrase table. In Fillup
interpolation, we use backoff mode thus the result
is called TmCombine-Backoff phrase table. We
use tmcombine and combine-ptables tools to con-
struct TmCombine and TmCombine-Backoff
phrase tables.

5.3.2 Multiple pivots
In multiple pivots, first, we observe BLEU scores

result from each approach in a single pivot. Then,
we employ phrase tables from the best pivot ap-
proaches into the next step, i.e., the combination of
multiple pivots. As shown in Figure 1 and Figure
2, the Linear and Fillup Interpolation approaches
have higher BLEU scores compared to Baseline.
Therefore, we use the four phrase tables from Lin-
ear and Fillup Interpolation approaches, i.e., En-
glish phrase table (EnPT), Myanmar phrase table
(MyPT), Malay phrase table (MsPT) and Filipino
phrase table (FiPT).

Next, we combine the four phrase tables based on
the single pivot BLEU score, viz., descending and
ascending orders. Descending order sorts the four
phrase tables from highest to lowest according to
their BLEU scores. Ascending order is the oppo-
site. For example, the BLEU scores of Linear In-
terpolation approach are 11.34 for EnPT, 12.21 for
MyPT, 12.11 for MsPT, and 12.15 for FiPT. For de-
scending order, we put the four phrase tables, i.e.,
MyPT, FiPT, MsPT, and EnPT, respectively. Mean-
while, for ascending order, we put the four phrase
tables, i.e., EnPT, MsPT, FiPT, MyPT, respectively.

The combinations of multiple pivots phrase ta-
bles were examined with and without an SRC-TRG
phrase table, as follows:

• Merging of four phrase tables without SRC-
TRG phrase table using Linear Interpolation
approach. The result is denoted as All-
LinearInterpolate All-LI.
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• Merging of four phrase tables without SRC-
TRG phrase table using Fillup Interpolation
approach. The result is denoted as All-
FillupInterpolation All-FI.

• Combining All-LIwith SRC-TRG phrase ta-
ble using Linear Interpolation approach. The
result is denoted as Base-LI.

• Combining All-FIwith SRC-TRG phrase ta-
ble using Fillup Interpolation approach. The re-
sult is denoted as Base-FI.

6 Result and Discussion

In this section, we will discuss results based on
BLEU (Bilingual Evaluation Understudy) (Papineni
et al., 2002) and perplexity scores. BLEU score is
a metric for evaluating the generated sentence com-
pared to the reference sentence. High BLEU scores
indicate a better system. Perplexity score is fre-
quently used as a quality measure for language mod-
els (Sennrich, 2012). Lower perplexity scores indi-
cate that the language model is better compared to
higher perplexity score. We used the query from
KenLM (Heafield, 2011) to get the perplexity in-
cluding OOV (Out of Vocabulary). OOV is un-
known words that do not appear in the training cor-
pus. We show the perplexity scores of the target lan-
guage test dataset according to the 3-gram language
model trained on the respective training dataset.

6.1 Baseline translation results

The Baseline is a direct translation between lan-
guages pair, namely Ja-Id and Id-Ja. We construct
two Baseline systems in each language pair, based
on data types, i.e., sequential and random.

Baseline BLEU scores are given in column 2 of
Table 4 and Table 5 for Ja-Id and Id-Ja, respectively.
As shown in the tables, Baseline Random obtained
higher BLEU score compared to Baseline Sequen-
tial. The BLEU score of Baseline Random Ja-Id is
12.17, +0.21 points higher compared to Baseline Se-
quential. Meanwhile, the BLEU score of Baseline
Random Id-Ja is 12.00, +1.00 points higher com-
pared to Baseline Sequential.

Baseline perplexity scores are given in Figure 3
and Figure 4 for Ja-Id and Id-Ja, respectively. As
shown in the figures, the Ja-Id and Id-Ja perplexity

scores of Random data type obtained higher point
compared to the Sequential data type. Perplexity
score of Ja-Id in Random data type has 384.59,
while Sequential data type has 291.51. Furthermore,
perplexity score of Id-Ja in Random data type has
81.58, while Sequential data type has 71.94.

The results denote that Random data type ob-
tained higher BLEU score but it has OOV issue,
compared to Sequential data type. In the next sec-
tion, we showed our efforts to reduce perplexity
scores by using multiple pivots.

6.2 Multiple pivots translation results

6.2.1 Single pivot results

The Triangulation approach was the worst ap-
proach in Ja-Id and Id-Ja. All the results of Triangu-
lation have smaller BLEU score compared to Base-
line. The Cascade approach also has lower scores
compared to Baseline, except three experiments in
Sequential data type by using Malay and English
as a pivot language. The three experiments outper-
formed the Baseline by range from +0.05 to 1.18
points. However, we didn’t use the Cascade results
because of its different technique compared to other
approaches. The Cascade approach did not com-
bine phrase tables such as Linear and Fillup Inter-
polation. The Cascade approach used two indepen-
dently systems, i.e., SRC-PVT and PVT-TRG. The
SRC-PVT system translates the Japanese text into
the pivot language. The PVT-TRG system takes the
translation result as input and translates into Indone-
sian text.

The Linear Interpolation (LI) and Fillup Interpo-
lation (FI) approaches show significant result in Ja-
Id and Id-Ja. Both approaches have higher BLEU
scores compared to Baseline, by more than 75% ex-
periments. This was shown in Figure 1 and Figure 2
for Ja-Id and Id-Ja, respectively.

In terms of language, Myanmar became a main
option as pivot language in Ja-Id Sequential data
type. Meanwhile, Ja-Id Random data type has two
options of pivot language, i.e., Malay, and Myan-
mar. Surprisingly, Myanmar also became a main op-
tion as pivot language in Id-Ja Sequential and Ran-
dom data types. As we look to the language char-
acteristics in Table 3, Myanmar has the same word
order as Japanese while Malay has the same word
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order as Indonesia. The results denote that word or-
der closely related to the source or target language
should be considered when choosing pivot language.

In terms of data type, Sequential or Random data
types could be chosen in Ja-Id. Both data types have
increased the BLEU scores by 75% of experiments.
Random data type was preferable in Id-Ja because
the highest improvement points were achieved by
+1.84 compared to Baseline. The results denote that
data type is an important parameter to consider to
improve the BLEU score.

In terms of perplexity score, the LI and FI ap-
proaches in different data types are unable to re-
duce the scores. The single pivot language even in-
creased the perplexity scores as shown in Figure 3
and Figure 4. We showed how to reduce the per-
plexity scores by using multiple pivots in the next
section.

6.2.2 Multiple pivots results
From the single pivot, LI and FI become the best

approach to improve the BLEU scores compared to
the Baseline. Therefore, we use the phrase tables
from both approaches and we did combinations of
multiple pivots phrase tables, i.e., All-LI, All-FI,
Base-LI, and Base-FI, as described in Section 5.3.

For example in Ja-Id of All-LI, we combine the
four phrase tables from the single pivot LI approach
by descending and ascending orders. First, we ob-
serve the BLEU scores of LI Sequential data type are
11.34 for EnPT, 12.21 for MyPT, 12.11 for MsPT,
and 12.15 for FiPT. Next, we combine the four
phrase tables according to their BLEU scores in de-
scending order, i.e., MyPT, FiPT, MsPT, and EnPT,
respectively. Last, we combine the four phrase ta-
bles according to their BLEU scores in ascending
order, i.e., EnPT, MsPT, FiPT, MyPT, respectively.
As a result, the BLEU scores have different scores
for descending and ascending orders, i.e., 12.01 and
12.20, respectively. The results are shown in Figure
5.

We did not use SRC-TRG phrase table in All-
LI and All-FI approaches, and their BLEU scores
outperformed Baseline. The results denote that the
translation could be accomplished with multiple piv-
ots and still produce high BLEU scores without us-
ing SRC-TRG phrase table. Moreover, the transla-
tion results could have higher BLEU scores if there

is a small SRC-TRG phrase table, as in Base-LI and
Base-FI results.

The combinations of multiple pivots phrase tables
have different effects on the BLEU scores, when we
used different order. In Ja-Id, the descending or-
der was preferable because more than 87.5% exper-
iments result outperformed the Baseline. In Id-Ja,
the ascending order was preferable because all the
experiments outperformed the Baseline. The results
are shown in Figure 5 and Figure 6 for Ja-Id and Id-
Ja, respectively.

In terms of data type, most of the results of Ja-
Id outperformed the Baseline, excluding the Base-
FI Random data type. Meanwhile, all the results
of Id-Ja outperformed the Baseline. The highest
improvement score was obtained by Base-LI Ran-
dom data type in Ja-Id descending, by +0.23 points.
Meanwhile, the highest improvement was obtained
by ALL-FI Sequence data type in Id-Ja ascending,
as much as +1.84 points. The results indicate that
data types have a significant effect to improve the
BLEU scores.

In terms of perplexity scores for Ja-Id, All-LI and
All-FI show poor results. However, the perplex-
ity scores could be reduced in Random data type
of Base-LI and Base-FI. Both approaches use SRC-
TRG phrase table in the combination process. The
results show that the SRC-TRG phrase table has a
significant impact on reducing the perplexity score.
Meanwhile, the perplexity scores in Id-Ja could be
reduced without using the SRC-TRG phrase table.
Moreover, the Base-LI and Base-FI results have
lower perplexity scores compared to All-LI and All-
FI. We show the perplexity scores in Figure 7 and
Figure 8 for Ja-Id and Id-Ja, respectively.

We summarize the results of single and multiple
pivots in Table 4 and Table 5. We show BLEU scores
of best approaches in Figure 9 and Figure 10, and
the perplexity scores of best approaches in Figure
11 and Figure 12.

7 Conclusion and Future Work

In this paper, we showed experiment results of sin-
gle and multiple pivots in Ja-Id and Id-Ja. We used
English, Myanmar, Malay, and Filipino as pivot lan-
guages in single pivot. We implemented four ap-
proaches, i.e., Cascade, Triangulation, Linear Inter-
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Data Type Baseline
Single Pivot Multiple Pivots

Cascade Triangulation LI FI Desc Asc
Sequential 11.96 12.01 (MS) 9.71 (EN) 12.21 (MY) 12.27 (MY) 12.23 (Base-LI) 12.37 (Base-FI)
Random 12.17 11.81 (MS) 9.62 (FI) 12.22 (MS) 12.29 (MY) 12.40 (Base-LI) 12.27 (All-FI)

—

Table 4: Best BLEU score in baseline, single and multiple pivots for Japanese to Indonesia

Data Type Baseline
Single Pivot Multiple Pivots

Cascade Triangulation LI FI Desc Asc
Sequential 11.00 12.18 (MS) 8.26 (EN) 12.03 (MY) 12.40 (MY) 12.15 (Base-LI) 12.84 (ALL-FI)
Random 12.00 11.13 (MS) 9.17 (MS) 12.84 (MY) 12.88 (MY) 12.74 (All-FI) 13.02 (ALL-FI)

Table 5: Best BLEU score in baseline, single and multiple pivots for Indonesia to Japanese

Figure 1: Single pivot BLEU scores of Ja-Id for LI and
FI approaches.

Figure 2: Single pivot BLEU scores of Id-Ja for LI and
FI approaches.

polation (LI) and Fillup Interpolation (FI) in sin-
gle pivot. We found that LI and FI approaches
outperformed the Baseline. In multiple pivots, we
implemented four approaches, i.e., All-LI, All-FI,
Base-LI, and Base-FI. We found that most of all ap-
proaches in multiple pivots outperformed the Base-
line.

We divided the dataset into two data types in sin-
gle and multiple pivots, namely sequential and ran-
dom. The data types showed different effects on the
language pairs. In Ja-Id of single pivot, sequential

Figure 3: Perplexity Score of Ja-Id single pivot for LI and
FI approaches.

Figure 4: Perplexity Score of Id-Ja single pivot for LI and
FI approaches.

or random could be chosen to improve the BLEU
score. Both data types have increased the BLEU
scores by 75% of experiments. However, random
data type was preferable in Id-Ja because the highest
improvement points were achieved by +1.84. Ran-
dom data type was preferable for Ja-Id and Id-Ja
in multiple pivots. The highest improvement points
were achieved by +0.23 and 1.84 for Ja-Id and Id-Ja,
respectively.

In multiple pivots, we combined the four phrase
tables from the best single pivot approaches, i.e.,
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Figure 5: BLEU score for Ja-Id in multiple pivots.

Figure 6: BLEU score for Id-Ja in multiple pivots.

Linear Interpolation (LI) and Fillup Interpolation
(FI). The combinations of multiple pivots phrase ta-
bles were examined with and without src-trg phrase
table. We measured the effect by phrase tables or-
ders, i.e., descending and ascending. From the ex-
periment results, the descending order was prefer-
able in Ja-Id. Meanwhile, the ascending order was
preferable in Id-Ja.

In the experiments, we did not show the combi-
nations of two or three phrase tables as in (Wu and
Wang, 2007). This will be included in our future
work to give a better explanation on whether the
combinations of two or three phrase tables will give
better improvement compared to four phrase tables.
Furthermore, the combination of the best phrase ta-
bles from each data type should be taken into ac-
count for next future research.
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